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taken to avoid unwarranted conclusions is worthy of note. One who is 
not primarily interested in the subject-matter itself, which is an impor- 
tant addition to a comparatively undeveloped field, may nevertheless 
study it with profit because of the way in which the facts are presented. 

EARLE E. EUBANK 
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION COLLEGE 

Social Rule-A Study of the Will to Power. By ELSIE CLEWS 
PARSONS. New York: Putnam, I9I6. Pp. iii+i85. 

In this little volume Mrs. Parsons is sketching the influence, upon king 
and beggar alike, of social conventions. She believes that "the bulk 
of our surplus energy, energy beyond that applied to sustaining life, 
expresses itself in r(iling others." The illustrations are drawn largely 
from our own society and present times. The wisdom or folly of existing 
programs is not considered. The existence of this desire to rule, whether 
directly over others or indirectly and vicariously over others or even 
over self, is the fact to be demonstrated. 

With this as her thesis the author surveys the social position and 
treatment of such varied groups as "Juniors," "women," "slaves and 
servants," "wage-earners," "backward people," "animals," "gods," 
"the dead," "self." 

The volume, though broken and sketchy, is very readable. It 
abounds in bright, quotable sentences and occasional suggested inter- 
polations which are most stimulating. I cannot resist the impression 
that the contents will some day form a chapter in a larger work which 
must lie in the author's mind. It does not pretend to be a final state- 
ment even of her views. It seems rather to be experimental, a drive 
in a new and promising direction. This makes criticism difficult, if not 
unwarranted. Our curiosity is aroused as to the later synthesis. 

It is to be granted that the author has established the main fact- 
the existence of the "will to power." The relative share this may have 
in the many situations described is yet to be determined. Even as it 
stands, the book will be an excellent basis for many a lively discussion. 

That the rulers are ruled by customs as well as the subjects is clearly 
shown. Vicariousness, Mrs. Parsons feels, is one of the most important 
factors in social control. " More than any other principle it keeps the 
ruling classes in power." "Multiple gratifaction "-that is, the securing 
of satisfaction in several ways by one process-stands second. 
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The earlier bonds are loosened. Now comes the possibility of many 
new tyrannies practiced in the name of social science. She sees as the 
avenue of escape from this danger the application of science to nature 
rather than to man. We must shift the desire to control away from the 
regulating of persons to the development of nature. In this way our 
desires will be stimulated, our sense of power increased, and the results 
made beneficial. Through this will come, not social constraint, but social 
freedom. 

I have enjoyed the essay, and would commend it to others seeking 
fresh and invigorating reflections on everyday topics. 

CARL KELSEY 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 

Monopoly and Competition. By HOMER BLOSSER REED, PH.D. 
Menasha, Wis.: George Banta Publishing Co., I9I6. 

This book deals with three problems: (i) "The Change from Private 
to Public Morals with Carriers"; (2) "The Change from Private to 
Public Morals with Large Industrial Combinations "; (3) " The Change 
from Private to Public Service Methods in Determining Prices." 

In dealing with the first problem the author points out the evils 
and injustice resulting from the bargaining of the carrier and shipper 
and how at first the courts were inclined to consider each case from the 
point of view of precedent in judicial decision and how this point of 
view changed to a consideration of the case on grounds of "common 
good and public interest." In furnishing the evidence of the injustice 
of free competition the author describes in some detail cases with which 
readers of economic literature are familiar. 

In the second problem-the change from private to public morals 
with large industrial combinations-the author shows the abuses 
resulting from permitting the law of free competition to hold sway, 
and illustrates this from the practices of the American Tobacco and 
the Standard Oil companies. In each case a monopoly was established 
by "means of low prices at competitive points and high prices at non- 
competitive points through which the losses on the former are recouped." 
The author gives some attention to the methods employed, including 
the use of bogus independent concerns, rebates, espionage, etc. The 
views of the conservative and liberal judges in interpreting law are 
contrasted. The former holds that "there is no difference in kind 
between the business of a private illdividual and that of a large corpora- 
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